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This claim about the advantages of multiple perspectives has stimulated a growing body
of research. Dunford and Palmer (1995) discovered that management courses teaching
multiple frames had significant positive effects over both the short and long term—in fact,
98 percent of their respondents rated reframing as helpful or very helpful, and about 90
percent felt it gave them a competitive advantage. Other studies have shown that the ability
to use multiple frames is associated with greater effectiveness for managers and leaders
(Bensimon, 1989, 1990; Birnbaum, 1992; Bolman and Deal, 1991, 1992a, 1992b; Heimovics,
Herman, and Jurkiewicz Coughlin, 1993, 1995; Wimpelberg, 1987). Similarly, Pitt and
Tepper (2012) found that double-majoring helped college students develop both creative
and integrative thinking. As one student put it, “I’m never stuck in one frame of mind

Exhibit 1.1.
Overview of the Four-Frame Model.

Frame

Structural
Human
Resource Political Symbolic

Metaphor
for
organization

Factory or
machine

Family Jungle Carnival, temple,
theater

Supporting
disciplines

Sociology,
management
science

Psychology Political
science

Anthropology,
dramaturgy,
institutional theory

Central
concepts

Roles, goals,
strategies,
policies,
technology,
environment

Needs, skills,
relationships

Power,
conflict,
competition,
politics

Culture, myth,
meaning, metaphor,
ritual, ceremony,
stories, heroes

Image of
leadership

Social
architecture

Empowerment Advocacy
and political
savvy

Inspiration

Basic
leadership
challenge

Attune
structure to
task,
technology,
environment

Align
organizational
and human
needs

Develop
agenda and
power base

Create faith, belief,
beauty, meaning
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Artists interpret experience and express it in forms that can be felt, understood, and
appreciated by others. Art embraces emotion, subtlety, ambiguity. An artist reframes the
world so others can see new possibilities. Modern organizations often rely too much on
engineering and too little on art in searching for quality, commitment, and creativity. Art is
not a replacement for engineering but an enhancement. Many engineering schools are
currently developing design programs to stimulate creative thinking. Artistic leaders and
managers help us look and probe beyond today’s reality to new forms that release untapped
individual energies and improve collective performance. The leader as artist relies on images
as well as memos, poetry as well as policy, reflection as well as command, and reframing as
well as refitting.

CONCLUSION

As organizations have become pervasive and dominant, they have also become harder to
understand and manage. The result is that managers are often nearly as clueless as their

Exhibit 1.2.
Expanding Managerial Thinking.

How Managers Often Think How Managers Might Think

Oversimplify reality (for example, blame
problems on individuals’ flaws and errors).

Think holistically about a full range of
significant issues: people, power,
structure, and symbols.

Regardless of the problems at hand, rely on
facts, logic, restructuring.

Use feeling and intuition as well as logic,
bargaining as well as training, celebration
as well as reorganization.

Cling to certainty, rationality, and control
while fearing ambiguity, paradox, and
“going with the flow.”

Develop creativity, risk-taking, and
playfulness in response to life’s dilemmas
and paradoxes, and focus as much on
finding the right question as the right
answer, on finding meaning and faith
amid clutter and confusion.

Rely on the “one right answer” and the
“one best way.”

Show passionate, unwavering
commitment to principle, combined with
flexibility in understanding and
responding to events.
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creativity. Middle managers, meanwhile, feel trapped between contradictory signals and
pressures. The top tells them to take risks but then punishes mistakes. Their subordinates
expect them to intervene with the boss and improve working conditions. Top and bottom
tug in opposite directions, causing those in the middle to feel pulled apart, confused, and
weak. At the bottom, workers feel helpless, unacknowledged, and demoralized. “They give
us bad jobs, lousy pay, and lots of orders but never tell us what’s really going on. Then they
wonder why we don’t love our work.” Unless you can step back and see how system
dynamics create these patterns, you muddle along blindly, unaware of better options.

Both Oshry and Senge argue that our failure to read system dynamics traps us in cycles of
blaming and self-defense. Problems are always someone else’s fault. Unlike Senge, who sees
gaps between cause and effect as primary barriers to learning, Argyris and Schön emphasize
managers’ fears and defenses. As a result, “the actions we take to promote productive
organizational learning actually inhibit deeper learning” (1996, p. 281).

According to Argyris and Schön, our behavior obstructs learning because we avoid
undiscussable issues and tiptoe around organizational taboos. That often seems to work
because we avoid conflict and discomfort in the moment, but we create a double bind. We
can’t solve problems without dealing with issues we have tried to hide but discussing them
would expose our cover up. Facing that double bind, Volkswagen engineers hid their

Exhibit 2.2.
Systems Model with Delay.

Short-term strategy

Short-term gains

Long-term costs

Delay
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most data and see only what seems important and consistent with our current mind-set.
That gives us an incomplete picture, but we fill in the gaps and make everything fit with our
current beliefs. Then, in order to act quickly instead of getting lost in thought, we favor the
easy and obvious over the complex or difficult. We then code our experience into memory
by discarding specifics and retaining generalities or by using a few specifics to represent a
larger whole. This reinforces our current mental models, which then shape how we process
experience in the future.

To a greater or lesser degree, we all use these cognitive short-cuts. In the early days of his
presidency, Donald Trump’s tweet storms and off-the-cuff communications provided
prominent examples. In March, 2017, he tweeted that his predecessor, Barack Obama,
was a “bad (or sick) guy” for tapping Trump’s phones prior to the election. Trump
apparently based this claim on an article from the right-wing website Breitbart. Since the
charge aligned with Trump’s world view, he figured it must be true and continued to insist
he was right even after investigators concluded it never happened.

Exhibit 2.3.
Cognitive Biases.

Cognitive Challenge Solution Risk

Too much data to
process

Filter out everything except
what we see as important and
consistent with our current
beliefs

Miss things that are
important or could help us
learn

Tough to make
sense of a
confusing,
ambiguous world

Fill in gaps, make things fit with
our existing stories and mental
models

Create and perpetuate false
beliefs and narratives

Need to act quickly Jump to conclusions—favor the
simple and obvious over the
messy and complex

Quick decisions and actions
lead to mistakes and get us in
trouble

Memory overload Discard specifics to form
generalities or use a few
specifics to represent the whole

Error and bias in memory
reinforce current mind-sets
and biases in information-
processing

Source: Adapted from Benson, 2016.
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Coordinators are also likely to schedule meetings that take still more time from actual work
(Hannaway and Sproull, 1979). Matrix structures provide lateral linkage and integration but
are notorious for creating conflict and confusion. Multiple players and decision nodes make
networks inherently difficult to manage. Organizations have to use both vertical and
horizontal procedures for coordination. The optimal blend of the two depends on the
unique challenges in a given situation. Vertical coordination is generally superior if an
environment is stable, tasks are well understood and predictable, and uniformity is essential.
Lateral communications work best for complex tasks performed in a turbulent environ-
ment. Every organization must find a design that works for its circumstances, and inherent
structural tradeoffs rarely yield easy answers or perfect solutions.

Exhibit 3.1.

Basic Structural Options.

Division of labor: Options for differentiation

Function

Time

Product

Customers or clients

Place (geography)

Process

Coordination: Options for integration

Vertical Authority

Rules and policies

Planning and control systems

Lateral Meetings

Task forces

Coordinating roles

Matrix structures

Networks
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(continued )

within the holocracy framework in 2015, Zappos achieved a 75 percent year-over-year
increase in profits (Bernstein et al., 2016). The long-term impact on Zappos’ free-wheeling
culture remains to be seen, but, despite a rocky start, there are signs that this experiment
may not be as crazy as it seems.

Zappos and Amazon achieve customer satisfaction through entirely different structural
arrangements. What makes the story even more interesting is that Amazon paid over $1
billion to buy Zappos in November 2009. More than a year later, Zappos CEO Tony Hsieh
sent a memo to employees saying the culture was still intact, Zappos was still in charge of its
own destiny, and business was better than ever (Zappos Blogs, 2011). That was still true five
years later in 2016.

Structural Imperatives
Why doMcDonald’s and Harvard or Zappos and Amazon have such different structures? Is
one more effective than the other? Or has each evolved to fit its unique circumstances? In
fact, there is no such thing as an ideal structure. Every organization needs to respond to a
universal set of internal and external parameters (outlined in Exhibit 3.2). These parameters,
or contingencies, include the organization’s size, age, core process, environment, strategy
and goals, information technology, and workforce characteristics. All these combine to
point toward an optimal social architecture.

Exhibit 3.2.

Structural Imperatives.

Dimension Structural Implications

Size and age Complexity and formality typically increase with size and age.

Core process Structure must align with core processes or technologies.

Environment Stable environment rewards simpler structure; uncertain, turbulent
environment requires a more complex, flexible structure.

Strategy and goals Variation in clarity, suitability, and consistency of strategy requires
appropriate structural adaptations.

Information
technology

Information technology permits flatter, more flexible, and more
decentralized structures.

Nature of the
workforce

More educated and professional workers need and want greater
autonomy and discretion.
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Exhibit 4.1. Mintzberg’s model clusters various functions into groupings and shows their
relative size and influence in response to different strategies and external challenges.His schema
provides a rough atlas of the structural terrain that canhelpmanagers get their bearings. It assists
in sizing up the lay of the land before assembling a structure that conforms to the prevailing
circumstances.Oneof thedistinctive features ofMintzberg’s image is expanding the typical two-
dimensional view of structure into a more comprehensive portrayal. In doing this, he is able to
capture more of the complexity and issues in formal dealings.

At the base of Mintzberg’s image is the operating core, consisting of workers who produce
or provide products or services to customers or clients: teachers in schools, assembly-line
workers in factories, physicians and nurses in hospitals, and flight crews in airlines.

Directly above the operating core is the administrative component: managers who
supervise, coordinate, control, and provide resources for the operators. School principals,

Exhibit 4.1.
Mintzberg’s Model.

Technostructure Middle
line

Strategic apex

Operating core

Support staff

Source:Mintzberg (1979, p. 20). Copyright1979. Reprinted by permission of Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ.
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setbacks in the Tylenol crisis of 1982 and a series of product recalls in 2010 and 2012, J&J
had raised its dividend for 53 consecutive years and was one of only two U.S. companies
with an AAA credit rating.

One of the oldest businesses in the United States, Berwind Corporation began in coal-
mining in 1886. It now houses divisions in business sectors as diverse as manufacturing,
financial services, real estate, and land management. Each division serves a distinct market
and supports its own functional units. Division presidents are accountable to the corporate
office in Philadelphia for specific results: profits, sales growth, and return on investment. As
long as they deliver, divisions have relatively free rein. Philadelphia manages the strategic
portfolio and allocates resources based on its assessment of market opportunities.

Divisionalized structure offers economies of scale, resources, and responsiveness while
controlling economic risks, but it creates other tensions. One is a cat-and-mouse game
between headquarters and divisions. Headquarters wants oversight, while divisional
managers try to evade corporate control:

Our topmanagement likes tomake all themajor decisions. They think they do, but
I’ve seen one case where a division beat them. I received . . . a request from the
division for a chimney. I couldn’t see what anyone would do with a chimney . . .

Exhibit 4.2.
Divisionalized Form.

Source:Mintzberg (1979, p. 393). Copyright  1979. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., New York,
New York.
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• Who should do what?

• Who is in charge?

• How should we make decisions?

• How do we coordinate efforts?

• What do individual members care about most: time, quality, participation?

• What are the special skills and talents of each group member?

• How does this group relate to others?

• How will we determine success?

Some Fundamental Team Configurations
A high percentage of employees’ and managers’ time is spent in meetings and working
groups of three to twelve people. To illustrate design options, we examine several
fundamental structural configurations from studies of five-member teams. These basic
patterns are too simple to apply to larger, more complex systems, but they help to illustrate
how different structural forms respond to a variety of challenges.

The first is a one-boss arrangement; one person has authority over others (see
Exhibit 5.1). Information and decisions flow from the top. Group members offer

Exhibit 5.1.
One Boss.
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information to and communicate primarily with the official leader rather than with one
another. This array is efficient and fast and works best in relatively simple and straightfor-
ward situations when it is easy for the boss to stay on top of things. Circumstances that are
more complicated or volatile can overload the boss, producing delays or bad decisions,
unless the person in charge has an unusual level of skill, expertise, and energy. Subordinates
quickly become frustrated with directives that are late or out of touch.

A second alternative creates a management level below the boss (see Exhibit 5.2). Two
individuals have authority over specific areas of the group’s work. Information and
decisions flow through them. This arrangement works when a task is divisible; it reduces
the boss’s span of control, freeing up time to concentrate on mission, strategy, or
relationships with higher-ups. But adding a new layer limits access from the lower levels
to the boss. Communication becomes slower and more cumbersome, and may eventually
erode morale and performance.

Exhibit 5.2.
Dual Authority.
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Another option is a simple hierarchy with a middle manager who reports to the boss and,
in turn, supervises and communicates with others (see Exhibit 5.3). A similar arrangement
at the White House frees the President to focus on mission and external relations while
leaving operational details to the chief of staff. Although this type of hierarchy further limits
access to the top, it can be more efficient than a dual-manager arrangement. At the same
time, friction between operational and top-level managers is commonplace, and number
two may be tempted to usurp number one’s position.

A fourth option is a circle network, where information and decisions flow sequentially
from one group member to another (see Exhibit 5.4). Each can add to or modify whatever
comes around. This design relies solely on lateral coordination and simplifies communica-
tion. Each person has to deal directly with only two others; transactions are therefore easier
to manage. However, one weak link in the chain can undermine the entire enterprise. The
circle can bog down with complex tasks that require more reciprocity.

Exhibit 5.3.
Simple Hierarchy.
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A final possibility sets up what small group researchers call the all-channel, or star,
network (see Exhibit 5.5). This design, familiar to Team Six operators, is similar to
Helgesen’s web of inclusion. It creates multiple connections so that everyone can talk to
anyone else. Information flows freely; decisions sometimes require touching multiple bases.
Morale in an all-channel network is usually high. The arrangement works well if a task is
amorphous or complicated, requiring substantial mutual adjustment, particularly if each
member brings distinct knowledge or skill. But this structure can be time consuming, and
decision making may slow to a crawl, making it cumbersome and inefficient for simpler
undertakings or for groups that have difficulty coming to agreement. It works best when
team members bring well-developed communication skills, enjoy participation, tolerate
ambiguity, embrace diversity, are able to manage conflict, and agree on how the team will
make decisions.

Exhibit 5.4.
Circle Network.
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TEAMWORK AND INTERDEPENDENCE

Even in the relatively simple case of five-person groups, the formal network is critical to
team functioning. In the give-and-take of larger organizations, things get more complicated.
We can get a fresh perspective and sharpen our thinking about structure in groups by
looking beyond typical work organizations. Making the familiar strange often helps the
strange become familiar.

Team sports, among the world’s most popular pastimes, offer a helpful analog to clarify
how teamwork varies depending on the nature of the game. Every competition calls for its
own unique patterns of interaction. Because of this, distinctive structures are required for
different sports. Social architecture is thus remarkably different for baseball, football, and
basketball.

Exhibit 5.5.
All-Channel Network.
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and actualizing one’s ultimate potential. The order is not ironclad. Parents may sacrifice
themselves for their children, and martyrs sometimes give their lives for a cause. Maslow
believed that such reversals occur when lower needs are so well satisfied early in life that they
recede into the background later on.

Attempts to validate Maslow’s theory have produced mixed results, partly because the
theory is hard to test (Alderfer, 1972; Latham and Pinder, 2005; Lawler and Shuttle, 1973;
Schneider and Alderfer, 1973; Wahba and Bridwell, 1976). Some research suggests that
the theory is valid across cultures (Ajila, 1997; Rao and Kulkarni, 1998), but the many

Exhibit 6.1.
Models of Motivation at Work.

Author(s) Needs/Motives at Work

Maslow (1943, 1954) Hierarchy of needs (physiological, safety, love/
belonging, esteem, self-actualization)

Herzberg, Mausner, and
Snyderman (1959); Herzberg
(1966)

Two-factor theory:

Motivators/satisfiers: achievement, recognition,
work itself, responsibility, advancement, pay

Hygiene factors/dissatisfiers: company policies,
supervision, interpersonal relationships, working
conditions, pay

McClelland (1961) Three needs: achievement, power, affiliation

Hackman and Oldham (1980) Three critical psychological states: meaningfulness
of work, responsibility for outcomes, knowledge of
results

Lawrence and Nohria (2002) Four drives: D1 (acquire objects and experiences
that improve our status relative to others); D2
(bond with others in mutually beneficial, long-term
relationships); D3 (learn about and make sense of
ourselves and the world around us); D4 (defend
ourselves, our loved ones, our beliefs, and our
resources)

Pink (2009) Three drives: autonomy (people want to have
control over their work); mastery (people want to
get better at what they do); purpose (people want
to be part of something bigger than themselves)
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theories of motivation developed since Maslow attest that the jury is still out on whether
people have the needs Maslow posited or that the satisfaction of one need leads to
activation of another.

Despite the modest evidence, Maslow’s view has been widely accepted and enormously
influential in managerial practice. Take, for example, the advice that theManager’s Guide at
Federal Express offers employees: “Modern behavioral scientists such as Abraham Maslow
. . . have shown that virtually every person has a hierarchy of emotional needs, from basic
safety, shelter, and sustenance to the desire for respect, satisfaction, and a sense of
accomplishment. Slowly these values have appeared as the centerpiece of progressive
company policies, always with remarkable results” (Waterman, 1994, p. 92). Chip Conley,
founder of a California hotel chain, put it simply: “I came to realize my climb to the top
wasn’t going to be on a traditional corporate ladder; instead it was going to be on Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs pyramid” (Conley, 2007). Academic skepticism didn’t prevent him,
FedEx, Joie de Vivre hotels, or Airbnb from building a highly successful management
philosophy based on Maslow’s theory, because the ideas carry a powerful message. If you

Exhibit 6.2.
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.

Self-
actualization

Esteem

Social/belonging

Safety

Physiological

Source: Conley, 2007. Copyright  1979. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., New York, New York.
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enough. The organization benefits from a talented, motivated, loyal, and free-spirited
workforce. Employees in turn are more productive, innovative, and willing to go out of their
way to get the job done. They are less likely to make costly blunders or to jump ship when
someone offers them a better deal. That’s a potent edge—in sports, business, or elsewhere.
Every organization with productive people management has its own distinct approach, but
most include variations on strategies summarized in Exhibit 7.1 and examined in depth in
the remainder of the chapter.

Develop and Implement an HR Philosophy
“Systematic and interrelated human resource management practices” provide a sustainable
competitive advantage. The key is a philosophy or credo that makes explicit an organization’s

Exhibit 7.1.

Basic Human Resource Strategies.

Human Resource Principle Specific Practices

Build and implement an HR
strategy.

Develop and share a clear philosophy for managing
people.
Build systems and practices to implement the philosophy.

Hire the right people. Know what you want.
Be selective.

Keep them. Reward well.
Protect jobs.
Promote from within.
Share the wealth.

Invest in them. Invest in learning.
Create development opportunities.

Empower them. Provide information and support.
Encourage autonomy and participation.
Redesign work.
Foster self-managing teams.
Promote egalitarianism.

Promote diversity. Be explicit and consistent about the organization’s
diversity philosophy.
Hold managers accountable.
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assumptions that inform and guide behavior. Argyris and Schön distinguish two kinds of
theory. Espoused theories are accounts individuals provide whenever they try to describe,
explain, or predict their behavior. Theories-in-use guide what people actually do. A theory-
in-use is an implicit program or set of rules that specifies how to behave.

Argyris and Schön discovered significant discrepancies between espoused theories and
theories-in-use, which means that people aren’t doing what they think they are. Managers
typically see themselves as more rational, open, concerned for others, and democratic than
others see them. Such blindness is persistent because people learn little from their
experience. A major block to learning is a self-protective model of interpersonal behavior
that Argyris and Schön refer to as Model I (see Exhibit 8.1).

Exhibit 8.1.
Model I Theory-in-Use.

Core Values
(Governing
Variables)

Define and
achieve your goals.

Maximize winning,
minimize losing.

Minimize generating 
or expressing 
negative feelings.

Be rational.

Action
Strategies

Design and manage 
the environment
unilaterally.

Own and control 
whatever is relevant 
to your interests.

Unilaterally protect 
yourself (from 
criticism, discomfort, 
vulnerability,
and so on).

Unilaterally protect 
others from being
upset or hurt 
(censor bad news, 
hold private 
meetings, and so on).

Consequences
for Behavioral
World

You will be seen 
as defensive, 
inconsistent,
fearful, selfish.

You create 
defensiveness
in interpersonal 
relationships.

You reinforce 
defensive norms 
(mistrust, risk
avoidance, conformity, 
rivalry, and so on).

Key issues become
undiscussable.

Consequences
for Learning

Self-sealing (so 
you won’t know 
about negative
consequences of 
your actions).

Single-loop learning
(you don’t question 
your core values 
and assumptions).

You test your 
assumptions and 
beliefs privately, 
not publicly.

Unconscious 
collusion to protect 
yourself and others 
from learning.

Source: Adapted from Argyris and Schön (1996), p. 93.
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both advocacy and inquiry. In her discomfort, she tries to get out of the meeting without
making concessions. Harry might see her as unresponsive, apathetic, or weak.

Model II counsels Anne to combine advocacy and inquiry in an open dialogue. She can
tell Harry what she thinks and feels while testing her assumptions and trying to learn from
him. This is difficult to learn and practice. Openness carries risks, and it is hard to be
effective when you are ambivalent, uncomfortable, or frightened. It gets easier as you
become more confident that you can handle others’ honest responses. Anne’s ability to
confront Harry depends a lot on her self-confidence and interpersonal skills. Beliefs can be
self-fulfilling. If you tell yourself that it’s too dangerous to be open and that you do not know
how to deal with difficult people, you will probably be right. But tell yourself the opposite,
and you may also be right.

The Perils of Self-Protection

Whenmanagers feel vulnerable, they revert to self-defense. They skirt issues or attack others
and escalate games of camouflage and deception (Argyris and Schön, 1978). Feeling
inadequate, they try to hide their inadequacy. To avoid detection, they pile subterfuge
on top of camouflage. This generates even more uncertainty and ambiguity and makes it
difficult or impossible to detect errors. As a result, an organization often persists in following
a course everyone privately thinks is a path to disaster. No one wants to be the one to speak
the truth. Who wants to be the messenger bearing bad news?

Exhibit 8.2.
Advocacy and Inquiry.

A
d

vo
ca

cy

Inquiry

AccommodatingPassive

HighLow

Low

IntegrativeAssertiveHigh
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The result is often catastrophe, because critical information never reaches decision
makers. You might think it difficult to ignore a major gap between what we’re doing and
what we think we’re doing, but it’s not, because we get so much help from others. You can
see this happening in the following conversation between Susan, a cubicle-dwelling
supervisor in an insurance company, and one of her subordinates, Dale. Dale has been
complaining that he’s underpaid and overqualified for his mail clerk job. As he regularly
reminds everyone, he is a college graduate. Susan has summoned Dale to offer him a new
position as an underwriting trainee.

What Susan is thinking: What Susan and Dale say:

I wonder if his education makes
him feel that society owes him a
living without any relationship to
his abilities or productivity.

Susan: We’re creating a new trainee position and want to
offer it to you. The job will carry a salary increase, but let
me tell you something about the job first.

Dale: Okay. But the salary increase has to be substantial
so I can improve my standard of living. I can’t afford a
car. I can’t even afford to go out on a date.

Susan: You’ll start as a trainee working with an
experienced underwriter. It’s important work, because
selecting the right risks is critical to our results. You’ll deal
directly with our agents. How you handle them affects
their willingness to place their business with us.

How can he be so opinionated
when he doesn’t know anything
about underwriting? How’s he
going to come across to the
people he’ll have to work with?
The job requires judgment and
willingness to listen.

Dale: I’m highly educated. I can do anything I set my mind
to. I could do the job of a supervisor right now. I don’t
see how risk selection is that difficult.

Susan: Dale, we believe you’re highly intelligent. You’ll
find you can learn many new skills working with an
experienced underwriter. I’m sure many of the things you
know today came from talented professors and teachers.
Remember, one of the key elements in this job is your
willingness to work closely with other people and to
listen to their opinions.

That’s the first positive response
I’ve heard.

Dale: I’m looking for something that will move me ahead.
I’d like to move into the new job as soon as possible.
Susan: Our thought is to move you into this position
immediately. We’ll outline a training schedule for you.
On-the-job and classroom, with testing at the end of each
week.

We owe him a chance, but I doubt
he’ll succeed. He’s got some basic
problems.

Dale: Testing is no problem. I think you’ll find I score
extremely high in anything I do.
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Pichault offers an example of planned change in a large government agency in Belgium.
The agency wanted to replace antiquated manual records with a fully automated paperless
computer network. Proponents of the new system had little understanding of how work got
done. Nor did they anticipate the interests and power of key middle managers and frontline
bureaucrats. It seemed obvious to the techies that better data meant higher efficiency. In
reality, frontline bureaucrats made little use of the data. They applied standard procedures
in 90 percent of cases and asked their bosses what to do about the rest. They checked with
supervisors partly to get the “right” answer but evenmore to get political cover. Because they
saw no need for the new technology, street-level bureaucrats had incentives to ignore or
work around it. After a consultant clarified the political map, a new battle erupted between
unrepentant techies, who insisted their solution was correct, and senior managers who
argued for a less ambitious approach. The two sides ultimately compromised.

A simple way to develop a political map for any situation is to create a two-dimensional
diagram mapping players (who is in the game), power (how much clout each player is likely
to exercise), and interests (what each player wants). Exhibits 10.1 and 10.2 present two
hypothetical versions of the Belgian bureaucracy’s political map. Exhibit 10.1 shows themap
as the techies saw it. They expected little opposition and assumed they held the high cards;
their map implied a quick and easy win. Exhibit 10.2, a more objective map, paints a very

Exhibit 10.1.
The Political Map as Seen by the Techies: Strong Support and Weak

Opposition for Change.

Po
w

er

Interests

High

Low

Top
management

Techies

Opposed to ChangePro Change

Middle
managers

Frontline
officials
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different picture. Resistance is more intense and opponents more powerful. This view
forecasts a stormy process with protracted conflict. Though less comforting, the secondmap
has an important message: Success requires substantial effort to realign the political force
field. The third and fourth key skills of the manager as politician, discussed in the next two
sections, respond to that challenge.

Networking and Building Coalitions
Managers often fail to get things done because they rely too much on reason and too little on
relationships. In both the Challenger and Columbia space shuttle catastrophes (discussed in
Chapter 9), engineers pitched careful, data-based arguments to their superiors about
potentially lethal safety risks—and failed to dent their bosses’ resistance (Glanz and
Schwartz, 2003; Vaughan, 1995). Six months before the Challenger accident, for example,
an engineer at Morton Thiokol wrote to management: “The result [of an O-ring failure]
would be a catastrophe of the highest order—loss of human life” (Bell and Esch, 1987, p. 45).
A memo, if it is clear and powerful, may work, but is often a sign of political innocence.
Kotter (1985) suggests four basic steps for exercising political influence:

1. Identify relevant relationships. (Figure out which players you need to influence.)

2. Assess who might resist, why, and how strongly. (Determine where the leadership
challenges will be.)

Exhibit 10.2.
The Real Political Map: A Battleground with Strong Players on Both Sides.

Techies

P
o

w
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Interests

High

Low
Opposed to ChangePro Change

Frontline
officials

Top
management

Middle
managers
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themes that normal language can obscure. Consider these metaphors from managers asked
to depict their agency as it is and as they hope it might become:

As the Agency Is As It Might Become

A maze A well-oiled wheel

Wet noodle Oak tree

Aggregation of competing tribes Symphony orchestra

Three-ring circus Championship team

An unsolvable puzzle A smooth-running machine

Twilight zone Utopia

Herd of rampaging cattle Fleet of ships

Metaphors compress complicated issues into understandable images, influencing our
attitudes and actions. A university headwho views the institution as a factory leads differently
than one who conceives of it as a craft guild, shopping center, or beloved alma mater.

Humor plays a number of important roles: It integrates, expresses skepticism, contrib-
utes to flexibility and adaptiveness, and lessens status differences. Hansot (1979) argues that
instead of asking why people use humor in organizations, we should ask why people are so
serious. Humor is a classic device for distancing, but it also draws people together. It
establishes solidarity and facilitates face saving. Above all, it is a way to illuminate and break
frames, indicating that any single definition of a situation is arbitrary.

Play and humor are often distinguished fromwork. Play is what people do away from the
office. Images of play among managers typically connote aggression, competition, and
struggle (“We’ve got to beat them at their own game”; “We dropped the ball on that one”;
“We knocked that one out of the park”) rather than relaxation and fun. But if play is viewed
as a state of mind (Bateson, 1972; Goffman, 1974), any activity can become playful. Play
relaxes rules to explore alternatives, encouraging experimentation, flexibility, and creativity.
Playfulness has created many remarkable innovations. March (1976) suggests some guide-
lines for encouraging play in organizations: treat goals as hypotheses, intuition as real,
hypocrisy as transition, memory as an enemy, and experience as a theory.

ORGANIZATIONS AS CULTURES

What is culture? What is its role in an organization? Both questions are contested. Some
argue that organizations have cultures; others insist that organizations are cultures. Schein
(1992, p. 12) offers a formal definition: “a pattern of shared basic assumptions that a group
learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and integration, that has worked well

Organizational Symbols and Culture 257
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problems andmakedecisions. Butwhenproblems are ill defined andoptionsmurky, control is
mostly an illusion and rationality an elusive dream.

ACROSS FRAMES: ORGANIZATIONS AS MULTIPLE REALITIES

Life in organizations is packed with activities and happenings that can be interpreted in a
number of ways. Exhibit 15.1 examines familiar processes through four lenses. As the chart
shows, any event can be framed in different ways and serve multiple purposes. Planning, for
example, produces specific objectives. But it also creates arenas for airing conflict and
becomes a sacred occasion to renegotiate symbolic meanings.

Exhibit 15.1.
Four Interpretations of Organizational Processes.

Process
Structural
Frame

Human
Resource
Frame

Political
Frame

Symbolic
Frame

Strategic
planning

Process to set
objectives and
coordinate
resources

Activities to
promote
participation,
build support

Arenas to air
conflicts and
realign power

Ritual to signal
responsibility,
produce symbols,
negotiate
meanings

Decision
making

Rational
sequence to
produce
correct
decision

Open process to
produce
commitment

Opportunity to
gain or
exercise power

Ritual to confirm
values and provide
opportunities for
bonding

Reorganizing Realign roles
and responsi-
bilities to fit
tasks and
environment

Improve balance
between human
needs and
formal roles

Redistribute
power and
form new
coalitions

Maintain an image
of accountability
and responsiveness;
negotiate a new
social order

Evaluating Way to
distribute
rewards or
penalties and
control
performance

Feedback for
helping
individuals grow
and improve

Opportunity to
exercise power

Occasion to play
roles in shared
ritual
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Multiple realities produce confusion and conflict as individuals see the same event
through different lenses. A hospital administrator once called a meeting to make an
important decision. The chief technician viewed it as a chance to express feelings and build
relationships. The director of nursing hoped to gain power vis-à-vis physicians. The medical
director saw it as an occasion for reaffirming the hospital’s distinctive approach to medical
care. The meeting became a cacophonous jumble, like a group of musicians each playing
from a different score.

Exhibit 15.1. (continued)

Process
Structural
Frame

Human
Resource
Frame

Political
Frame

Symbolic
Frame

Approaching
conflict

Authorities
maintain
organizational
goals by
resolving
conflict

Individuals
confront conflict
to develop
relationships

Use power to
defeat
opponents and
achieve goals

Use conflict to
negotiate meaning
and develop shared
values

Goal setting Keep
organization
headed in the
right direction

Open
communications
and keep people
committed to
goals

Provide
opportunity
for individuals
and groups to
express
interests

Develop symbols
and shared values

Communication Transmit
facts and
information

Exchange
information,
needs, and
feelings

Influence or
manipulate
others

Tell stories

Meetings Formal
occasions for
making
decisions

Informal
occasions for
involvement,
sharing feelings

Competitive
occasions to
win points

Sacred occasions to
celebrate and
transform the
culture

Motivation Economic
incentives

Growth and self-
actualization

Coercion,
manipulation,
and seduction

Symbols and
celebrations
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MATCHING FRAMES TO SITUATIONS

In a given situation, one lens may be more helpful than others. At a strategic crossroads, a
rational process focused on gathering and analyzing information may be exactly what is
needed. At other times, developing commitment or building a power base may be more
critical. In times of great stress, decision processes may become a form of ritual that brings
comfort and support. Choosing a frame to size things up or understanding others’
perspectives involves a combination of analysis, intuition, and artistry. Exhibit 15.2 poses
questions to facilitate analysis and stimulate intuition. It also suggests conditions under
which each way of thinking is most likely to be effective.

• Are commitment and motivation essential to success? The human resource and symbolic
approaches need to be considered whenever issues of individual dedication, energy, and
skill are vital to success. A new curriculum launched by a school district will fail without
teacher support. Support might be strengthened by human resource approaches, such as
participation and self-managing teams or through symbolic approaches linking the
innovation to values and symbols teachers cherish.

Exhibit 15.2.
Choosing a Frame.

Question If Yes: If No:

Are individual commitment and
motivation essential to success?

Human
resource
Symbolic

Structural

Political

Is the technical quality of the decision
important?

Structural Human resource
Political
Symbolic

Are there high levels of ambiguity and
uncertainty?

Political
Symbolic

Structural
Human resource

Are conflict and scarce resources significant? Political
Symbolic

Structural
Human resource

Are you working from the bottom up? Political
Symbolic

Structural
Human resource
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Even in successful companies, it is likely that power and conflict are more important than
these studies suggest. Ask a few managers, “What makes your organization successful?”
They rarely talk about coalitions, conflict, or jockeying for position. Even if it is a prominent
issue, politics is typically kept in the closet—known to insiders but not on public display. But
if we change our focus from effective organizations to effective managers, we find a different
picture.

Exhibit 15.3.
Characteristics of Excellent or Visionary Companies.

Frame
Peters and
Waterman, 1982

Collins and
Porras, 1994 Collins, 2001

Collins and
Hansen, 2011

Structural Autonomy and
entrepreneurship;
bias for action;
simple form,
lean staff

Clock building,
not time telling;
try a lot, keep
what works

Confront the
brutal facts;
“hedgehog
concept” (best
in the world,
economic
engine);
technology
accelerators;
“flywheel,” not
“doom loop”

“20-mile
march,”
“Specific,
methodological
and consistent,”
“Fire bullets,
then cannon-
balls”

Human
resource

Close to the
customer;
productivity
through people

Home-grown
management

“Level 5
leadership;”
first who, then
what

“Level 5
leadership”

Political

Symbolic Hands-on,
value-driven;
simultaneously
loose and tight;
stick to the
knitting

Big hairy
audacious goals;
cult-like
cultures; good
enough never
is; preserve the
core, stimulate
progress; more
than profits

Never lose
belief or faith;
hedgehog
concept (deeply
passionate);
culture of
discipline

Fanatic
discipline,
productive
paranoia
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time on communications and human resource management and relatively little time on
networking. But networking was the only activity that was strongly related to getting
ahead. “Successful” managers spent almost half their time on networking and only about
10 percent on human resource management.

At first glance, this might seem to confirm the cynical suspicion that getting ahead in a
career is more about politics than performance. More likely, though, the results confirm that
performance is in the eye of the beholder. Subordinates rate their boss primarily on criteria

Exhibit 15.4.
Challenges in Managers’ Jobs.

Frame Kotter (1982) Lynn (1987)
Luthans, Yodgetts, and
Rosenkrantz (1988)

Structural Keep on top of large,
complex set of activities
Set goals and policies
under conditions of
uncertainty

Attain
intellectual grasp
of policy issues

Communication∗

(paperwork, exchange
routine information)
Traditional management
(planning, goal setting,
controlling)

Human
resource

Motivate, coordinate,
and control large,
diverse group of
subordinates

Use own
personality to
best advantage

Human resource
management∗ (motivating,
managing conflict, staffing,
and so on)

Political Achieve “delicate
balance” in allocating
scarce resources
Get support from bosses
Get support from
corporate staff and
other constituents

Exploit all
opportunities to
achieve strategic
gains

Networkingy (politics,
interacting with outsiders)

Symbolic Develop credible
strategic premises
Identify and focus on
core activities that give
meaning to employees

∗Most relevant to managers who were judged “effective” by their subordinates.
yMost relevant to managers who were considered “successful” (achieved rapid promotions to higher positions faster
than peers).
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Exhibit 17.1.

A Short History of Quantitative-Analytic Leadership Research.

Leadership
Theory Examples Central Idea Current Status

Trait theory: how
are leaders
different?

Galton, 1869; Terman,
1904; Kirkpatrick and
Locke, 1991; Zaccaro,
2007

Leaders possess distinctive
personal characteristics
(intelligence, self-confidence,
integrity, extraversion, and so on).

Fell out of favor in the 1950s when
reviewers found weak empirical support,
but has returned to favor in recent
decades.

Leadership style
theory: how do
leaders act?

Lewin, Lippitt, and White,
1939; Likert, 1961;
Fleishman and Harris,
1962

Leadership depends on style
(democratic vs. autocratic, task-
oriented vs. people-oriented, etc.).

Mixed evidence stimulated move toward
contingency theories, which often include
leader style variables.

Contingency
theory: how do
circumstances
affect leadership?

Fiedler, 1967; Lawrence
and Lorsch, 1967; Evans,
1970; House, 1971, 1996

Effective leadership depends on
the characteristics of followers
and context: what works in one
situation may not work in
another.

No single contingency view has found
consistent empirical support or wide
acceptance, but most modern leadership
research incorporates the idea that
leadership depends on circumstances.

Leader-member
exchange (LMX)
theory: what
happens in the
leader-follower
relationship?

Dansereau, Graen, and
Haga, 1975; Graen and
Uhl-Bien, 2008

Leadership is rooted in the quality
of the relationships between
leaders and individual followers.

Advocates of LMX theory have been
actively conducting research since the
1970s; many LMX propositions have
empirical support, but the approach is
criticized for complexity and viewing
leadership too narrowly.

Transformational
leadership
theory: how do
leaders transform
followers?

Burns, 1978; Bass, 1985;
Conger and Kanungo,
1998

Transformational (or charismatic)
leaders use inspiration, idealized
influence, and the like to
generate followers’ trust and
willingness to go above and
beyond.

Evidence suggests transformational
leadership makes a difference, but more
research is needed on when and how it
works best.
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Hersey and Blanchard’s model continues to be popular for leadership training but has
been criticized for lack of research support and for generating self-fulfilling prophesies. If,
for example, managers give unwilling and unable subordinates high direction and low
support, what would cause their motivation to improve? The manager of a computer design
team told us ruefully, “I treated my group with a ‘telling’ management style and found that
in fact they became both less able and less willing.”

The 1970s spawned a new line of research: leader-member exchange theory (LMX). LMX
research began with the insight that leaders create different relationships with different
followers, and, in particular, they create in-groups and out-groups by interacting with some
subordinates in a more personal way while focusing strictly on task with others (Dansereau,
Graen, and Haga, 1975; Graen and Uhl-Bien, 2008). One practical implication from this
research is that leaders can get better results by creating strong relationships with all, not just
some, of their subordinates (Graen and Uhl-Bien, 2008, p. 225).

A major new strand that emerged in the 1980s emphasized a distinction between
transactional and transforming leadership (Burns, 1978). Transactional leadership involves
practical, give-and-take exchanges, such as pay for performance. Transforming leaders, on
the other hand, “champion and inspire followers . . . to rise above narrow interests and
work together for transcending goals” (Burns, 2003, p. 26). Over the next two decades,
research on transformational, or charismatic, leadership became a dominant research
strand, producing a number of studies confirming that transformational leaders had a more
powerful impact than those who relied only on transactional approaches (Shamir, House,
and Arthur, 1993; Conger and Kanungo, 1998).

Exhibit 17.2.

Situational Leadership Model.

High Relationship, Low Task:

Participate

Use when followers are “able” but
“unwilling” or “insecure.”

High Relationship, High Task:

Sell (or Coach)

Use when followers are “unable” but
“willing” or “motivated.”

Low Relationship, Low Task:

Delegate

Use when followers are “able” and
“willing” or “motivated.”

Low Relationship, High Task:

Tell

Use when followers are “unable” and
“unwilling” or “insecure.”
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Exhibit 17.3.
GLOBE Country Clusters.
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The GLOBE Study of 62 Societies. Copyright  2004 by Sage Publications, Inc. Reprinted with permission.
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mostly male alumni worried that their beloved alma mater might be on the skids when the
first woman president appointed the first female provost. But grumbling at alumni
gatherings could not change the fact that women were making gains even in America’s
most elite academic institutions.

REFRAMING LEADERSHIP

Each of the frames offers a distinctive image of leadership. Depending on leader and
circumstance, each turnof the kaleidoscope can reveal compelling and constructive leadership
opportunities, even though no one image is right for all times and seasons. In this section, we
discuss four images of leadership summarized in Exhibit 17.4. For each, we examine skills and
processes and propose rules of thumb for successful leadership practice.

Architect or Tyrant? Structural Leadership
Structural leadership may evoke images of petty tyrants and rigid bureaucrats who never
met a command or rule they didn’t like. Compared with other frames, literature on
structural leadership is sparse, and some structural theorists have contended that leadership
is neither important nor basic (Hall, 1987). But the effects of structural leadership can be

Exhibit 17.4.

Reframing Leadership.

Leadership is effective when Leadership is ineffective when

Frame Leader is:
Leadership
process is: Leader is:

Leadership
process is:

Structural Analyst,
architect

Analysis, design Petty
bureaucrat or
tyrant

Management by
detail and fiat

Human
resource

Catalyst,
servant

Support,
empowerment

Weakling,
pushover

Abdication

Political Advocate,
negotiator

Advocacy,
coalition building

Con artist, thug Manipulation,
fraud

Symbolic Prophet,
poet

Inspiration,
meaning-making

Fanatic,
charlatan

Mirage, smoke and
mirrors
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CHANGE, TRAINING, AND PARTICIPATION

It might seem obvious that investment in change calls for collateral investments in training
and in development of active channels for employee input. Yet countless innovations falter
because managers neglect to spend time and money to develop needed knowledge and skills
and to involve people throughout the process. The human resource department is too often
an afterthought no one takes seriously.

At one large firm, for example, top management decided to purchase state-of-the-art
technology. They expected a 50-percent cut in cycle time from customer order to delivery,
leading to a decisive competitive advantage. Hours of careful analysis went into crafting the
strategy. They launched the new technology with great fanfare. The CEO assured a delighted
sales force it would now have a high-tech competitive edge. After the initial euphoria faded,
though, the sales force realized that its old methods and skills were obsolete; years of
experience were useless. Veterans felt like neophytes.

When the CEO heard that the sales force was shaky about the new technology, he said,
“Then get someone in human resources to throw something together. You know, what’s-
her-name, the new vice president of human resources. That’s why we hired her. That’s her
job: to put together training packages.”A year later, the new technology had failed to deliver.
The training never materialized. Input from the front lines never reached the right ears. The
company’s investment ultimately yielded a costly, inefficient process and a demoralized
sales force. The window of opportunity was lost to the competition.

Exhibit 18.1.

Reframing Organizational Change.

Frame Barriers to Change Essential Strategies

Human
resource

Anxiety, uncertainty; people
feel incompetent and needy

Training to develop new skills; participation
and involvement; psychological support

Structural Loss of direction, clarity, and
stability; confusion, chaos

Communicating, realigning, and
renegotiating formal patterns and policies

Political Disempowerment; conflict
between winners and losers

Developing arenas where issues can be
renegotiated and new coalitions formed

Symbolic Loss of meaning and purpose;
clinging to the past

Creating transition rituals; mourning the
past, celebrating the future
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Exhibit 18.2.

Reframing Kotter’s Change Stages.

Kotter’s Stage of Change Structural frame Human resource frame Political frame Symbolic frame

1. Sense of urgency Involve people
throughout organization;
solicit input

Network with key players;
use power base

Tell a compelling story

2. Guiding team Develop coordination
strategy

Do team-building for
guiding team

Stack team with credible,
influential members

Put chief executive and
organizational heroes on
team

3. Uplifting vision and
strategy

Build implementation
plan

Map political terrain;
manage conflict; develop
agenda

Craft hopeful vision of
future rooted in
organization’s history

4. Communicate vision
and strategy through
words, deeds, and
symbols

Create structures to
support change process

Hold meetings to
communicate direction,
get feedback

Create arenas; build
alliances; defuse
opposition

Visible leadership
involvement; kickoff
ceremonies

5. Remove obstacles and
empower people to
move forward

Remove or alter
structures and procedures
that support the old ways

Provide training,
resources, support

Public demotion or discharge
of opponents

6. Early wins Plan for short-term
victories

Invest resources and
power to ensure early
wins

Communicate and celebrate
early signs of progress

7. Keep going when
going gets tough

Keep people on plan Hold revival meetings

8. New culture to support
new ways

Align structure to new
culture

Create a “culture” team;
broad involvement in
developing culture

Mourn the past; celebrate
heroes of the revolution;
share stories of the journey
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vital community interest, that the virtues on which one prides oneself in
personal life are essentially the same as those essential to good business—
honesty, dependability, courage, loyalty, integrity. Aristotle’s central ethical
concept, accordingly, is a unified, all-embracing notion of “happiness” (or, more
accurately, eudaimonia, perhaps better translated as “flourishing” or “doing
well”). The point is to view one’s life as a whole and not separate the personal
and the public or professional, or duty and pleasure (1993, p. 105).

Solomon settled on the term Aristotelian because it makes no pretense of imparting the
latest cutting-edge theory or technique of management. Rather, he reminds us of a
perspective and debate reaching back to ancient times. The central motive is not to
commission a new wave of experts and seminars or to kick off one more downsizing
bloodbath; rather, “It is to emphasize the importance of continuity and stability, clearness
of vision and constancy of purpose, corporate loyalty and individual integrity” (1993,
p. 104). Solomon reminds us that ethics and soul are essential for living a good life as well
as managing a fulfilling organization. Since the beginning, humanity’s philosophical and
spiritual traditions have proffered wisdom to guide our search for better ways to
accomplish both.

We have emphasized the four frames as cognitive lenses for understanding and tools for
influencing collective endeavors. Our focus has been the heads and hands of leaders. Both
are vitally important. But so are hearts and souls. The frames also carry implications for
creating ethical communities and for reviving the moral virtues of leadership. Exhibit 19.1
summarizes our view.

Exhibit 19.1.

Reframing Ethics.

Frame Metaphor Organizational Ethic Leadership Contribution

Structural Factory Excellence Authorship

Human resource Extended family Caring Love

Political Jungle Justice Power

Symbolic Temple Faith, Belief Significance
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He organizes his ideas into a chart (see Exhibit 20.1). He’s starting to feel better now. The
picture is coming into focus.He feels hehas a better sense ofwhathe’s up against. It’s reassuring
to see he has options. There are plenty of pitfalls, but some real possibilities. He knows he can’t
do everything at once; he needs to set priorities. He needs a plan of action, an agenda anchored
in basic values. Where to begin? Soul? Values? He has to find a rallying point somewhere.

Exhibit 20.1.

Reframing Robert F. Kennedy High School.

Frame What’s Going On? What Options Are Available?

Structural Weak integration—goals, roles,
responsibilities, linkages unclear

Responsibility charting

Ill-defined matrix structure Task force on structure

Underbounded Establish his authority as
principal

Human
resource

Basic needs not met (safety and so on) Improve safety, security

Poor conflict management Training in communication,
conflict management

People feel disempowered Participation

Teaming

Political House-department conflict Create arenas for
negotiation

Doors and guards issue Damage control

Carver–Dula and racial tension Unite against outside threats

Outside constituents—parents, board,
media, and so on

Build coalitions, negotiate

Symbolic No shared symbols (history, ceremony,
ritual)

Hoist a banner (common
symbol: RFK?)

Loss of faith, religious schism Develop symbols (meld
excellence and caring?)

Lack of identity (What is RFK’s soul?) Ceremony, stories

Leadership gifts
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